EQUIL: simulation and data analysis of binding reactions with arbitrary chemical models.
We have developed an algorithm for simulation and analysis of arbitrary chemical systems in equilibrium, with emphasis on ligand binding reactions. The program EQUIL can treat reactions involving multiple ligands, multiple binding sites, ternary complex models, allosteric effectors, competitive and noncompetitive binding, conformational changes, cooperativity, and generally any scheme that can be represented as a set of chemical equations. EQUIL is based on a general thermodynamic model of chemical equilibria; it does not involve nonlinear transformation of experimental data, but it does require the user to define the model of interaction between ligands and receptors by writing down the appropriate chemical reactions. EQUIL contains features of particular importance to ligand binding experiments: variable binding capacities, nonspecific binding, and the ability to simultaneously analyze data from different types of experiments. Furthermore, the simulation feature of EQUIL allows the user to investigate the feasibility of experiments that could possibly distinguish between different reaction models. We illustrate the use of this program on personal computers to analyze and simulate simple and complicated interactions between ligands and receptors.